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Thinking about moving back to Westwood? Desperate 
to get away from your crazy parents and annoying 

siblings who won’t leave you alone for a solid 5 minutes? 
Wondering what it’s like to have any form of social interaction 
in these chaotic, pandemic-cursed times? Well, look no further 
because I’ve got the perfect solution - make the journey back 
to LA and move into an amazing apartment in Westwood! I’m 
here to tell you about the wonderful experience of living at the 
JoeBruin Apartments, the best apartments in Westwood, and 
all the reasons why you should move ASAP and finally get a 
life IRL! 

The True Westwood 
Apartment Experience 

By Kayla Gerber

Introducing the top 5 reasons to move into the JoeBruin 
Apartments:

#1: The Freshman

At the JoeBruin Apartments, we like to play a game called 
“Spot the Freshman.” In a building with 99% freshman and 
only 1% second years, they’re anywhere and everywhere 
and comically easy to find. Wearing their UCLA lanyards and 
dressing head to toe in UCLA gear, you definitely won’t miss 
them. But the key thing that makes our beloved freshman stand 
out is their lack of face masks. Here at JoeBruin Apartments, 
all the freshmen are immune to the coronavirus. What a relief! 
If you’re ever bored, there’s nothing like the over-enthusiastic 
Freshman spewing viral spittle with their incessant elevator 
chats to keep you on your toes. Another fun game we like to 
play here is dong dong ditch. It’s one of my favorites actually. 
The freshmen ring your doorbell and then start bolting. It’s 
great cardio when you’re trying to chase after their snobby little 
asses. The freshmen have anti-covid superpowers that all us 
2nd, 3rd, and 4th years could only dream of having. 

They are also always on the lookout for the next frat party, 
even when there’s no-one throwing because of this supposed 
pandemic. But don’t worry, that won’t stop them. They’ll just 
throw their own, which leads to point #2….
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#2: The Amazing Parties

If you love to party, the JoeBruin Apartments are for 
you. The complex offers a wide range of parties in multiple 
apartments, running from 3 PM to 3 AM, Monday through 
Sunday. If you signed up for actual classes this quarter, I’d 
recommend dropping. With parties like these, there’s no time to 
study, get a degree, or even obtain a full 5 hours of sleep. Who 
knew the U in UCLA stood for university… I honestly thought 
it stood for Unlimited Camp Lasting All-year… what’s CCLE 
again? However, if you do plan on actually getting a degree 
from UCLA, which most evidently don’t, I recommend opting for 
a more respectable major like biz econ. With this major, you’ll 
have enough time to party hard all day and practice your rage 
cage skills all night. 

#3: Brad and Chad

My favorite JoeBruin Apartment neighbors are definitely 
Brad and Chad, who are so amazing they themselves are the 
entire third reason why you should move back to Westwood. 
Brad and Chad from apple sigma pie are the ultimate party 
kings with their 50+ person small gatherings! Sadly they partied 
so hard their mommies got called :( and they have fallen from 
their perch atop the JoeBruin social hierarchy. Don’t fret though; 
we do expect big things from them in the future as they try to 
reclaim their party god status. In their own words, sourced from 
their various sexual escapades who knocked on my door in 
search of a bathroom devoid of beer can clutter, Brad and Chad 
were “here for a good time, not for a long time.” Currently, in 
p.e.e (post eviction era), we get to wake up to Brad and Chad 
sitting on their balconies in the early morning alone with their 
beer bong funnels draped around their necks, reminiscing over 
the golden days. 
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#4: Staying Informed/Sense of Community

Here at JoeBruin apartments we have made the walls 
so thin that you can hear absolutely everything. From the 
groans of your neighbors upstairs to the frat boys across the 
hall, everyone knows everyone’s business. This apartment is 
perfect for eavesdropping, knowing all the drama, and knowing 
what - or who - is going down. Who needs ASMR or a rainforest 
soundscape when you could just fall asleep every night to the 
ambient sounds of freshman girls arguing over what boys they 
brought home? I’d also like to thank my upstairs neighbors, 
who stomp every single night to perfect their WAP. When Cardi 
B said “from the top, make it drop” my neighbors took her too 
seriously. Practices must be so exhausting, but I’m grateful that 
at least some people in this apartment complex can dance. 
From their 3am practices to their 5am yells, I’m thankful that 
the roof shakes and we shake with it. 

#5: Built in Friends

I’ve met some of my closest friends at my apartment, 
sure, not all of them are human, but I don’t really mind. The 
cockroaches live at the JoeBruin apartments rent free. All we 
have to do is feed them, take care of them, and provide them 
with unconditional love. We get along great, and our symbiotic 
relationship is magical. The roaches get free housing, and we 
get extra protein in our salads from time to time! It’s a great 
way to save money on groceries and stay nice and lean. From 
Halloween to Thanksgiving, our classy holiday dinner parties 
have been unforgettable. 

Overall, I recommend moving to Westwood to have 
the experiences of a lifetime. JoeBruin Apartments does not 
disappoint. Call today to book your apartment now! Hurry 
before it’s too late! 

Art By Morgan Lim
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As Donald Trump’s presidency winds to a close, only a 
handful of actions would be appropriate markers for 

such a turbulent reign as the leader of the free world. While 
many of us are bracing for the apocalypse, a noble few have 
outlined a list of demands for the President to fulfill before he 
leaves the White House on January 20.

These bold men and women, known collectively as 
the Disgraced Writers of the Bruin Review, drafted a list of 
individuals that they feel “The Don’” must remove from public 
service before his term begins. These are their demands.

1. The sorority girltm who called you a bitch at a frat, but 
then asked for the homework in section the next day.

Explanation: This representative of Greek Life 
contributes little more to society than empty 
promises and White Claw cans. President Trump 
would do the UCLA community and the Brothers 
of Sigma Lambda Omicron a huge solid in firing 
her.

2. The TA who fails/refuses to respond to emails in the 
days preceding exams and due dates.

Explanation: The scourge of the Earth. Rid 
the campus of their kind, watch GPAs rise and 
unjustified visits to Ashe on test days decline. I 
mean seriously, how many kids develop ‘flu like 
symptoms’ overnight in order to get a doctor’?  

3. Any male shorter than 5’7”.
Explanation: As we learn in every lower division 
Life Science class, society only advances as fast 
as its slowest (or shortest) member. Trump does 
society a favor in dismissing these wittle baby 
boys from university life and putting them back 
in the cradle.

4. Rendez staff member who looks at the picture on the 
Bruincard.

Explanation: POV: There’s a geeky freshman on 
your floor who has 19P. They either think you’re 

A Treatise on Presidential Duty: 
People Trump Should Fire Before 

Leaving Office 
By Christian Higginbotham 
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hotor have no other friends. As such, they’ll do 
anything to gain your respect. You’re going to 
a party and have just used your last swipe for 
the week on orange juice from BCafe (can’t 
pregame without that Simply Orange chaser). 
The freshman rises to the occasion and loans 
you their Bruincard so you can get some much 
needed carbs when you return from the soiree. 
The Ski and Board party gets rolled, it’s not too-
too late, you decide to treat yourself to Rendez 
instead of the usual Study. You wait in line for a 
half hour before realizing the devil at the door. 
Satan himself is taking cards for orders and is 
looking at the pictures as he does so. You take a 
chance, present the card that isn’t yours, and get 
turned away in a display of raw emotion. Rendez 
is ruined, you’ve made your first sworn enemy, 
and the freshman still has 50 meals left at the end 
of the quarter. All could be avoided if that UCLA 
Dining employee was let go.
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5. The UCLA Football Team.
Explanation: Here’s the scoop. A football game 
is, like, 3 hours long. A solid pregame buzz lasts 
roughly not three hours. If our football team was, 
say, half-decent and won some games every 
once in a white, losing one’s sense of intoxication 
wouldn’t matter. Unfortunately for those who stay 
for more than just “g a m e   d a y” pics; this is 
a real travesty. If the President helps us start 
from scratch (that means you too, Chip Kelly), 
Saturdays in the Rose Bowl might not suck so 
bad.

6. The creators of DuoPush.
Explanation: From the creators of Pandora’s 
Box comes DuoPush, an equally annoying and 
destructive invention! This thing sucks, for real. 
Let the creators be damned for eternity.

7. The ghost writer for UCLA Administration emails.
Explanation:Can Chancellor Block craft 
correspondence in a direct, effective, and 
articulate way? I do not know. Is some junior 
staffer for the Daily Bruin drafting admin’s emails 
to fill an inch or two on a resume? Probably. Give 
it to us straight, Papa Gene. Trump, release 
this underclassman from service and force our 
school’s elite to do their jobs themselves.

Art By Eileen Ho
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Chronicles of  the finance kid: 
Oppression at the hands of  STEM

By Anu Shivakumar

With stock values and frat parties on the decline over 
quarantine, it’s a difficult time to be a business 

major. And yet, the STEMs stay hating. It’s time to stop letting 
the casual majorism slide. Below is your guide to navigating 
conversations with a discriminatory South Campus goon that 
can’t seem to understand your struggles as an out-of-work 
“entrepreneur” with a trust fund and a pledge pin.

“Business majors be like… I got a frat party due Friday ”

OK, stay calm. I know you feel like suffocating them with 
your ‘Saturdays are for the boys’ flag, but before you let all hell 
break loose and burn those premed bridges, remember that 
they haven’t accepted your LinkedIn request yet. A curt “I’m 
actually on bouncer duty this week, it’s a lot of responsibility,” 
will be sure to politely put them in their place.

“Do you even study??”

This one stings. Just like when your “Tinder but for __” 
business idea gets slammed. Who cares if your Econ 101 
professor told you to “focus on the 43% you got on the midterm 
instead?” Don’t sweat it. A solid “I don’t have to study because 
my dad will hire me no matter what” will shut them right up.

“Your future job will contribute to financial inequality”

All those Conservative Student Association debates in 
preparatory school prepared you for this moment. Hit ‘em with 
the “hate the game not the player, homeslice. I know what rock 
bottom is like. I’ve lost beer pong tournaments before. By the 
way it’s poor people’s fault they’re poor,” and that will show 
them just how much of a woke king you really are.
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“You’re annoying.”

This one hits like a 3% Nasdaq decline on Christmas 
Eve. To be honest you’re probably best off with an “I know you 
are but what am I?” Bring it back to the 3rd grade, when you 
were forced to spend summers in Palm Springs instead of the 
Hamptons. Humble beginnings keep us grounded.

“I bet you like Wolf  of  Wall Street.”

You shouldn’t be getting gunned for good movie taste. 
Brush this one off with an “I bet you like The Lego Movie.” Feel 
free to get aggressive with it. Every good business major knows 
that obliterating the competition only increases profits.

“Are you actually doing drugs the night before a 
midterm??”

Don’t let this one destroy your party animal attitude. It’s 
probably the only good quality you have. Tell it like it is: “In 
between these lines of coke, I’m annotating lines of Tesla’s 
income statement. It’s a work hard, play hard grind out here. I 

“F*** North Campus”

Keep it simple: “I don’t need to. There are plenty of girls to 
creep on instead.”

Art By Nel Alpysabayeva
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I wanted to say thank you. Thank you so much for your 
online shopping. I knew my life as a sweatshop worker would 
change when a worldwide pandemic broke out, but I hadn’t 
thought about the boom in online shopping that would follow. 
After all, what else are you supposed to do when you’re sitting 
at home, ignoring your classes to watch paint dry and listen to 
UCLA by RL Grime (the 10 hour version)? It must be especially 
hard with your stimulus check making that cute pouty face at 
you from across the room. 

Letter from a Sweatshop 
Worker 

By Krish Ajmani
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Dear UCLA student,



Even though your favorite yoga studio and local vegan, 
gluten-free coffee shop might be closed, life goes on. I know 
you guys are woke (I have to say that the reposting of Instagram 
stories is particularly insightful and life-changing) and all about 
virtue signalling that you care about poor people, so I’ll tell you 
a bit about my day. Working from home doesn’t really apply to 
making clothes so I’ve had to show up at the factory. To keep 
us safe, there are fewer workers in the factory per shift, so that 
means I get to work more hours. With the increase, I now get to 
work 14-16 hours a day. It might seem like a lot to you but I love 
to ~challenge myself~. Plus more hours means more money! 
They’ve also increased wages from three cents an hour to five 
cents. Gotta get the bag. You’re getting the bag too, which is 
why I even have a job right now so thanks again. The bag I 
made for you is one of my masterpieces. I hope you like the 
effort I put in; it literally has my blood, sweat and tears on it.

It’s the small things that make all the hard work worth it. 
For example, I’m able to walk with my son every day. I mean, 
walk my son to work every day. He goes to stitching and I go 
to pattern-cutting but the two or three hours we get together 
while commuting is the best part of my day. Coming home to my 
previously beautiful wife is great too. It’s too bad she can’t walk 
with us to work like she used to, but ever since the accident the 
supervisors don’t want her to scare the new kids. What more 
can a 16 year old kid ask for? A hard-working son, a wife that 
used to be beautiful and a safe, stable job. All thanks to people 
like you! I am here because of you, friend. 

Regards,

Your friendly neighborhood, I mean village, sweatshop worker

Art By Neeku Salehi



Is everyone you know stressed out of their minds about 
COVID-19? No? Then you’re not doing a good enough 

job. Before you hit up that club social tonight, don’t forget to 
yell at your roommate for eating on the balcony without a mask 
on. You can’t trust anyone walking down the street these days!

1. After you’ve carefully shared drinks and exchanged 
hugs at your “socially distanced get-together,” 
remember to dig your mask out of the pool of beer and 
sweat on the dance floor. You’ll need it for pictures. 
Step outside and make your friends stand 6 feet 
apart before you say cheese. Can’t have any of your 
Instagram followers thinking you aren’t woke!

2. Have everyone around you get tested regularly. That 
way you won’t ever have to make the trip.

3. Your job is to update everyone daily on the coronavirus 
death toll. It’s how you can be most helpful to your 
loved ones in this stressful time. Write a fiery tweet 
condemning those at the Midvale party last weekend, 
and no one will suspect you were there too. As long 
as your content is blowing up and your followers are 
panicking, you’re fine. Remember: the goal is social 
acceptance. Health comes second.

4. Don’t forget to berate those who have to work in-
person jobs to support their families. If you can afford 
to stay at home, everyone else should be able to. Tag 
your neighbor with the 12-hour shift on a Facebook 
post about disobeying stay-at-home orders. The more 
aggressive, the better. Cases are skyrocketing!

5. Judge everyone for seeing their friends at Janss on 
the weekend. When your boyfriend visits from the 
Sig Ep house at ASU, though, you don’t have to tell 
your roommates. He couldn’t get tested beforehand? 
It’s OK. Just make sure everyone else is strictly 
quarantining.

Hypocrites of  Quarantine: Your Guide 
to Pretending You Care

By Anu Shivakumar
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6. Roommate choked on water? That’s not an excuse. 
If they’re coughing, they have to live in the tent on 
the roof that you pitched for emergencies. The cold is 
nothing when compared to your personal safety.

Remember that if anyone else gets you sick, you’ll have to stay 
at home. That’s outrageous.
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